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		This book describes the state-of-the art of industrial and academic research in the architectural design of heterogeneous, multi/many-core processors. The authors describe methods and tools to enable next-generation embedded and high-performance heterogeneous processors to confront cost-effectively the inevitable variations by providing Dependable-Performance: correct functionality and timing guarantees throughout the expected lifetime of a platform under thermal, power, and energy constraints. Various aspects of the reliability problem are discussed, at both the circuit and architecture level, the intelligent selection of knobs and monitors in multicore platforms, and systematic design methodologies. The authors demonstrate how new techniques have been applied in real case studies from different applications domain and report on results and conclusions of those experiments.

		
			         Enables readers to develop performance-dependable heterogeneous multi/many-core architectures
	
			         Describes system software designs that support high performance dependability requirements
	
			         Discusses and analyzes low level methodologies to tradeoff conflicting metrics, i.e. power, performance, reliability and thermal management
	
			         Includes new application design guidelines to improve performance dependability
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Permanent Revolution: The Reformation and the Illiberal Roots of LiberalismHarvard University Press, 2019

	
		How did the Reformation, which initially promoted decidedly illiberal positions, end up laying the groundwork for Western liberalism?

		

		The English Reformation began as an evangelical movement driven by an unyielding belief in predestination, intolerance, stringent literalism, political quietism, and...
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Learn C on the Mac: For OS X and iOSApress, 2012

	Welcome! Chances are that you are reading this because you love the Mac. And not only do you

	love the Mac, but you also love the idea of learning how to design and develop your very own Mac

	programs.





	You’ve definitely come to the right place.





	This book assumes that you know how to use your Mac....
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Uterine Cervical Cancer: Clinical and Therapeutic PerspectivesSpringer, 2019

	
		This volume provides a broad background of the basic sciences, clinical and therapeutic aspects, and management of uterine cervical cancer. It offers state-of-the-art information on the molecular genetics, biology, and clinical aspects of premalignant lesions of the uterine cervix, and provides a better understanding of the molecular...
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Quaternions for Computer GraphicsSpringer, 2011

	More than 50 years ago when I was studying to become an electrical engineer,
	I came across complex numbers, which were used to represent out-of-phase voltages
	and currents using the j operator. I believe that the letter j was used, rather
	than i, because the latter stood for electrical current. So from the very start of my
	studies I...
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3D Printing with Autodesk 123D, Tinkercad, and MakerBot (Electronics)McGraw-Hill, 2014

	Master the art of 3D printing with step-by-step tutorials and DIY projects


	Are you ready to join the new industrial revolution? 3D Printing with Autodesk 123D, Tinkercad, and MakerBot reveals how to turn your ideas into physical products that you can use or sell! You'll learn how to operate powerful, free...
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Web Site Measurement HacksO'Reilly, 2005
In order to establish and then maintain a successful presence on the Web, designing a creative site is only half the battle.  What good is an intricate Web infrastructure if you're unable to measure its effectiveness?  That's why every business is desperate for feedback on their site's visitors:  Who are they? Why do they visit?...
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